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A pragmatic approach
We have been critical in cases where
governments push towards higher energy
efficiencies with little regard to cost or
installation. However, one sometimes feels
for civil servants pushed by politicians who
want their jurisdiction to be “the greenest”
while advised by industry that some of these
proposals are not practical or even possible.
Today, manufacturers and industry
associations seem to be working more
closely than ever with governments. This has
become a top priority. Codes and regulations
are no longer simply about ensuring that
equipment and systems are safe. With the
introduction of energy efficiency into codes,
they are changing rapidly.
We have been critical of Natural
Resources Canada (NRCan) at times when
we felt the push for higher efficiencies was
happening too quickly. So, it is appropriate
that we also comment when things seem to
be going right.
In an article in our March issue, we
reported on the update to energy efficiency
regulations for gas and oil-fired storage tank
water heaters proposed to take effect Jan.
1, 2020. As the industry moves to higher
efficiencies and condensing equipment, it
appears that NRCan has found a balance
between political pressures, industry and
building owner needs by limiting the
need for condensing equipment to new
construction, where it can be planned for
and factored into the design and cost.
On the residential side, there was a fear
that retrofit gas storage tank water heaters

would need to be condensing and the
‘sticker shock’ to homeowners would be
considerable. However, it now appears that
contractors will still be able to install the
traditional non-condensing water heaters.
On the commercial side, there is
considerable fear that new regulations
would require condensing equipment in
retrofit applications. However, NRCan has
been working to find a solution that will,
in most cases, allow new equipment to use
existing venting. The current proposal is for
82 percent thermal efficiency with a standby
loss component.
The ability to publish an article
clarifying some of these issues represents
a breakthrough. We were able to interview
NRCan officials for the article for the first
time in several years. Previously, beginning
about the time Stephen Harper took office,
we had to go through a lengthy process of
submitting written questions and waiting for
answers that, when they came, often didn’t
fully answer the questions.
This new openness will help in getting
accurate information out to the industry and
– hopefully – reduce the pain!

The Only Double High Efficiency
Appliance in the World

DC 15-96

15,000 to 96,000 BTU/H

Dual Fired, Dual Condensing
Appliance

A High Efficiency
Tankless Water Heater
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+
A High Efficiency
Condensing Boiler
Compliant with all six
compliance packages of SB-12,
including package A1

All DC appliances use significantly less components
than any other product on the market. Only 4 moving
parts and 11 parts in total. All parts are universal
through all 11 models.
For convenience a universal parts kit is available.
www.ibcboiler.com
Toll Free: 1-844-HEAT IBC / 1-844-432-8422
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Ontario geothermal industry optimistic
Rebates, new players set stage
for major gains
By Bruce Nagy
In the movie Groundhog Day, Bill Murray’s
character re-lives the same day over and
over. Which might seem a little like what
has been happening for years in the Ontario
geothermal industry. But the movie might be
coming to an end.
Discussions at the Ontario Geothermal
Association (OGA) conference, held Feb.
27-28 at the Westin Toronto Airport Hotel,
suggest that after a prolonged period of hope
for a breakout, the industry might finally be
poised to make up some ground. The event
included some big news from provincial and
federal government representatives and from
gas and power utilities.

OGA president Jim Bolger addresses the audience with, behind from left, HRAI’s
Martin Luymes, Glen Estill, Ted Mills, Stan Reitsma, Paul Frith and Glen Murray.

Green Ontario grants

(Bruce Nagy photos)

One of the hottest topics was the recently
announced GreenOn program established by
the Ministry of the Environment and Climate
Change and administered by the Independent
Electricity System Operator (IESO). It offers
rebates for new horizontal and vertical closed
ground loop and pond loop geothermal
systems. The vertical systems receive $3000
per ton and the others receive $2000 per ton.
All systems earn $750 for de-superheaters,

$1500 for domestic hot water, and $1500
for enhanced performance (COP of 4.0+).
The maximum rebate for vertical systems is
$20,000 and, for the others, $15,000.
The rebates are aimed at existing homes
fueled by gas, electricity, oil, or propane and
new custom homes. The ministry says it is
working on a model for production builders,
to be announced later this year.

There are also rebates to update existing
geothermal systems. Repair or replace rebates
of $750 per ton can be had for the ground
loop or the heat pump, up to $4500 each if
they are at least 20 years old.
The program is only available through
certified participating contractors, who can
sign up quickly on the website, but then have
180 days to take HRAI training to confirm
they are certified. “The 180-day allowance was
designed to keep industry from screeching to
a halt,” said Evelyn Lundhild, senior manager,
GreenON Fund at Ontario’s Independent
Electricity System Operator (IESO). “We
have already registered more than 70 ground
source contractors,” she added.

Enbridge geo infrastructure

For two days participants immersed themselves in all things geothermal and came
away with renewed optimism.
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Enbridge, one of the country’s largest gas
utilities, announced that it is moving into
the geothermal infrastructure business
in Ontario. Just over a year ago the OGA
successfully lobbied against a proposal to
expand the natural gas infrastructure in
Northern Ontario at the Ontario Energy

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

Board (OEB), questioning, among other
things, public support for gas infrastructure
and the absence of equivalent support for
neighborhood geothermal infrastructure.
Enbridge president Jim Sanders attended
the conference in person to deliver the
announcement and extend assurances of a
friendly market entry (Please see article on
page 9).

Training and quality assurance
The conference opened with OGA Chair Jim
Bolger mentioning Enbridge and GreenOn
and a training arrangement with the Heating,
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Institute
of Canada (HRAI). “We want to be taken
seriously as an HVAC solution, so we are
building relationships,” he said.
“Our HRAI relationship has helped us a
lot…The GreenON grants are a temporary
windfall, but our job has just begun…Resting
on our laurels is not an option. We need to
step up our game on quality assurance.” He
talked about training installers and inspectors,
standards, communicating successes, and
attacking the geothermal cost equation.
Glen Murray, former Ontario minister of
the environment and a longtime supporter
of the geothermal industry, is now heading
Pembina, an energy policy consulting firm.
He talked about some of the experiences with
cap and trade and carbon taxes in Western
Canada.
Steve Smith, from the U.S. Geothermal
Exchange Organization, described the
struggle to maintain inclusion in tax credits.
He suggested that strong marketing, quality
positioning, and cost cutting were critical
during the good times, because government
support is always temporary. (And may be
short-lived in Ontario if the Conservatives
win the Ontario election June 7 – ed.)

Debbie Scharf from Natural Resources
Canada (NRCan) made a presentation
on a Local Improvement Charges model
for financing, net-zero targets, heat pump
labelling, training supports, and market and
technology research.
Parham Eslami Nejad, Ph.D., a research
scientist at the federal CanmetENERGY
lab, hinted at a potential double whammy of
better performance and reduced capital cost.
His team is targeting a system payback of five

years through a handful of advancements now
under study. Drilling costs may be reduced
by using a more precise virtual borehole test.
Heat pump prototypes improve performance
and protect the environment by using C02
refrigerant in a direct exchange system.
Geo infrastructure, significant government
support, quality assurance, training,
standards, advocacy – it might be time for the
groundhog to climb out of his hole, sniff the
air and decide that spring has sprung. 

R-22 is best for R-22 equipment.
If you need to change,

Arkema has your
R-22 Retroﬁt Solution

407C

427A

407A

R-407C
Air Conditioning
R-427A
All around solution
for both A/C and
refrigeration
R-407A
Refrigeration

Third party financing
Another development at the event might
also signal better times ahead. In attendance
were a couple of financial companies that
provided detailed models for innovative ways
to underwrite the initial costs of geothermal.
Almost everyone in the industry agrees that
up-front costs are a key barrier to widespread
adoption.

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

For more information call 416-614-3610 or
1-800-567-5726 x 230 or visit us on the web at

www.R22retrofits.com
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Top quality and
attractive price…
The newest version of our most popular
boiler series ever!

Lasting performance
Quality workmanship you can trust
with new Viessmann-made SA240 S43932 stainless
steel Inox-Radial self-cleaning heat exchanger and
new factory-calibrated, fully-modulating stainless
steel MatriX cylinder gas burner.

VITODENS 100-W, B1HA
gas condensing boiler
Heating input: 21 to 125 MBH

User-friendly control
New backlit LCD touchscreen control with
enhanced programming interfaces with a
variety of external control devices to provide
comfortable and reliable energy-saving space and
DHW heating.
Outstanding versatility
NG or LP fuel compatible “out-of-the-box”
with bottom pipe connections and front access
to all serviceable components plus multiple
venting options for easy installation service and
maintenance - all in a compact wall-mount design.
On-demand DHW (combi model only)
Built-in DHW unit includes stainless steel plate
heat exchanger, 3-speed pump, diverting, pressure
bypass and pressure relief valves, water hammer
arrester & sensors - conforms to NSF/ANSI 372 for
“lead free” plumbing products.

VITODENS 100-W, B1KA
gas condensing Combi boiler
Heating input: 21 to 125 MBH
DHW max. input: 149 MBH
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Enbridge eyes geothermal future
By Bruce Nagy

rather than bearing prohibitive up-front
system costs.

As Enbridge Gas Distribution moves into the
geothermal infrastructure market, it is taking
pains to reassure contractors that it will not be
competing with them.
“We will only invest in the underground
part of the system,” Enbridge president Jim
Sanders told the audience at this year’s OGA
conference, held Feb. 27-28 in Toronto. “We
won’t sell or lease heat pumps and we’re not
looking for a monopoly. All contractors can
compete for the business.” Enbridge currently
supplies natural gas to over two million
homes and businesses in Ontario.
He also commented that, for Enbridge,
new residential construction was likely to
become the most promising geothermal
market. He mentioned a pilot study under
which homeowners pay for the service,

Working with builder
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In a later interview with Plumbing & HVAC,
he identified the pilot as a joint venture with
San Diego Homes in Innisfil, Ontario, and said:
“We are currently monitoring the performance
of the systems (and) we are preparing to launch
a residential retrofit Geothermal Loop Rental
program to supplement GreenON’s ground
source heat pump rebates…
“We’ve filed an application with the Ontario
Energy Board (OEB) to establish a regulated
geothermal business, which we believe is the
best model to achieve scale over the long term.
The strategy would be to install geothermal
infrastructure broadly using the same utility
model as with the current natural gas distribution system, with the customers paying a rate
that is transparent and approved by the OEB.”

A regulated framework for geothermal
infrastructure will boost widespread
adoption, says Enbridge president Jim
Sanders. (Nagy photo)

New energy players
There are new players in the industry that are
eyeing renewable infrastructure development
opportunities around North America.
Google’s parent, Alphabet, created Dandelion,
which has been cutting costs and laying
Please see ‘Greener’ on page 11

ferocious

bite.
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SAVE MORE TIME.

BE MORE
PROFITABLE.

When you choose
thermoplastic systems
from IPEX, you get more.
MORE

The peace of mind of knowing our
technical support staff is there for you
whether you’re an installer on-site, an
engineer designing a system or when you’re
working with inspectors.

MORE

Only IPEX offers complete
Potable Water, Drainage, and Flue Gas
Venting Systems of Pipe, Fittings, and
Cements.

MORE

In addition to technical
literature we provide detailed
information on product attributes, uses,
and installation procedures – everything
you need to know.

POTABLE WATER PIPING SYSTEMS

So, do you want more? Contact us
today and get the IPEX Advantage.

1-866-473-9462
ipexna.com

Mechanical Piping Systems
AquaRise® and the colour of the AquaRise® pipes and fittings are registered trademarks.
Distributed in Canada by IPEX Inc., Mississauga, Ontario.
System 15®, System XFR®, and System 636® are registered trademarks.
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WaterSense program gets reprieve
When Donald Trump was elected U.S.
president he vowed to do away with what
he considered nuisance environmental
programs. One of those that came under
fire was the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA) WaterSense program, which
is used across North America to rate the water
efficiency of plumbing products.
On March 23 the industry won a temporary
victory when Trump signed a $1.3 trillion
government spending bill that, among many
other things, funds the WaterSense program
at 2017 levels until Sept. 30.
“Plumbing Manufacturers International
(PMI) and our members and partners have
worked diligently for more than a year to
preserve and maintain WaterSense,” said
PMI CEO and executive director Kerry
Stackpole. “Today is a victory for everyone
who cares about assuring that water remains
a sustainable resource...” The group is already
working with the U.S. government on
WaterSense funding in 2019.
In a letter to EPA head Scott Pruitt sent
earlier in March, Stackpole put forth a
compelling case why the federal agency should
continue to preserve and fund WaterSense,

Greener economy
Continued from page 9

geothermal pipes for about 20 communities
in New York State.
Alphabet’s Sidewalk Labs subsidiary has an
agreement with the City of Toronto to create
a large demonstration community downtown
that will feature futuristic district energy
including some geothermal, energy positive
buildings, and an underground robotic
transportation network. It is generating
international media attention.
The Google activity might also be
irrelevant to Enbridge. Fortis, a gas company
in B.C., entered the geothermal business 10
years ago, proved it was viable and eventually
created a separate company for alternative
energy. Enbridge itself has some utility scale
geothermal projects in B.C., and thus some
familiarity with the technology.

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

which has provided valuable water- and costsaving benefits over the past 10 years.
“EPA’s WaterSense program is an example
of an effective collaboration between industry
and the government in determining voluntary
water efficient performance measures that
can be used by consumers, industry, as well
as states and local governments,” Stackpole
wrote.

Plumbing products bearing the WaterSense
label are at least 20 percent more water
efficient than standard products. To earn the
WaterSense label, products must also meet
high performance standards and meet thirdparty certification criteria.
Over the past decade in the U.S.,
WaterSense products have helped consumers
save more than 2.1 trillion gallons of water
and over $14.2 billion in water and energy
bills, added Stackpole.

Watco QuickTrim®

Upgrade a plain drain in minutes.
■

No removing bathtub
strainer body
■ Upgrade to one of
12 special ﬁnishes
in minutes
■ Includes stopper

Rough-in with chrome…

…drop in designer ﬁnish and stopper
whenever you’re ready.

Useful. Innovation.

816.796.3900 Q watcomfg.com
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Liquid cooling
for

Multiple computers allow the CHIME
telescope in Kaleden, B.C. to probe deep
into outer space.

data centres
Market share grows as
benefits become known
By Bruce Nagy

I

n 1943 the president of IBM said: “I
think there is a world market for maybe
five computers.” In 1957 the editor
of Prentice Hall Business Books said,
“Data processing is a fad that won’t last
out the year.” In 1977 the founder of Digital
Equipment Corp. said: “There is no reason
for any individual to have a computer in his
home.” Oops.
Computers have now pervaded every
aspect of our lives. Buildings, vehicles,
entertainment and business equipment in
every sector; it’s all controlled by electronic
components using zeroes and ones. And
increasingly, connected to the internet.
Billions of people post to Facebook or
Instagram, buy on Amazon, or stream
from Netflix. Consumer use accounts for
about 30 percent of this, organizations and
governments use the rest.
According to Cisco, a worldwide internet
technology and networking company, IP
traffic was 4.7 billion zettabytes in 2015. (A
zettabyte equals 1000 gigabytes x 1000 x 1000
x 1000.) With the rise of cloud computing,
big data, artificial intelligence and exascale
supercomputers for scientific research, global
data traffic could zoom up to 15.3 zettabytes
per year by 2020.

12
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Heavy power use
Most traffic flows through data centres, which
in the U.S. alone use an estimated 70 billion
kilowatt/hours of electricity per year. About
half of that power is for cooling the servers.
At the beginning of this centur y
governments started talking about data
centre energy use while organizations
began worrying about the costs of cooling,
processing, and future expansion.
Data centre (DC) innovators began
capturing expelled heat for use in nearby
buildings, and locating data centres in
Canada, Finland, or other cooler zones.
Microsoft famously put servers in a tank
and dropped it to the ocean floor. From
an engineering perspective it wasn’t that
nutty. Liquid cooling is exponentially more
efficient than air cooling. It’s a superior
conductor and new approaches allow it to be
used effectively.

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

(Photo by Andre Renard, CHIME)

Free cooling
Big players like Google and Facebook said
they were tackling the problem. Annual
electricity consumption increases from digital
processing went from 90 percent per year in
the first five years of the century, to 25 percent
from 2005-2010 and then just four percent by
2015.
Most of the early gains were made using free
cooling by locating data centres up north and
bringing in naturally cool air. IBM opened a
25,000 square foot data centre in Barrie, Ont.
in 2016. The company expected to cool the
facility for 210 days each year without the
chillers, saving about 50 percent on energy.
In some cases, remote free cooling data
centres are located beside hydro dams, further
increasing energy efficiencies, by minimizing
transmission losses. This solution works for
large firms, but there are thousands of small
companies that cannot or will not lease

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

computing power from a remote service
bureau.

Slow progress
Liquid cooling has been on the horizon at
annual IT conferences for a decade or two but
has made slow progress, likely because the
idea of mixing liquids with electronics seems
a little ‘out there.’ At the risk of being ridiculed
someday, like the Prentice Hall editor in 1957,
I’m willing to predict that some form of liquid
cooling will dominate data centre cooling
in the future. A handful of North American
and European firms have been demonstrating
highly successful projects.
One of the most incredible astrophysical
research facilities in the world is in Kaleden,
B.C. The Canadian Hydrogen Intensity
Mapping Experiment (CHIME) is the name
for a radio telescope that maps the largest
volume of space ever surveyed in history.

The system seals
the liquid inside
copper heat exchangers
and tubes to avoid contact
with the electronics.
Heavy data crunching
It’s called a telescope, but it looks like several
snowboard half-pipes covering an area the
size of five hockey rinks. At seven quadrillion
computer operations per second, its volume
is equivalent to the data flow through all the
world’s mobile networks.
It opened last year after five years in
Please see ‘B.C. project’ on page 14
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CoolIT distribution units feed each server.

In total, there are 1026 computers that require cooling. (Keith Vanderlinde photos, CHIME)

B.C. project one of the largest
Continued from page 13

development; a collaboration between
50 Canadian scientists from the National
Research Council (NRCan) and three
universities. When they started construction
in 2012 there was no computer system
available that could process a terabyte of
information per second, but video game
advances brought CHIME an answer:
1024 high-speed processors working
simultaneously.
High performance computing (HPC)
nodes at CHIME reside directly adjacent to
the telescope in sealed shipping containers
designed to prevent leakage of electromagnetic
interference from the servers.
“A normal server rack has 80 central
processing units (CPUs),” says Geoff Lyon,
CEO & chief technology officer at CoolIT
Systems Inc., Calgary, which designed the
high-density liquid cooling solution for
CHIME.
“This can be increased to 160-200 CPUs
with an advanced liquid cooling solution…
Our system also saves 70 percent on energy
compared with most instances when air
conditioning is used for the whole server room.”

14
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Looks can be deceiving
“It looks like a conventional air-cooled system,
but we bring cooling liquid in through tubes
and a series of manifolds and disconnects,
directly to the hottest components – the CPUs
and GPUs (graphics processing units). The

tubes deliver cooling liquid to a thin copper
plate that comes into contact with the hot
spots and acts as a heat exchanger. Heated
liquid circulates out of the facility for external
cooling.”
In the CHIME system, 26 CoolIT DCLC
CHx40 Coolant Distribution Units (CDUs)
move liquid to external dry coolers from Intel
Xeon Processor E5-2620 v3 CPUs and Dual
AMD FirePro S9300x2 GPUs in 256 General
Technics GT0180 custom 4u servers across 26
racks.
The central processing units provide
continuous operation of the world’s largest
low-frequency radio correlator system, devoid
of active cooling components within the DC
itself. “Some of the efficiency results from the
fact that the cooling liquid can be 40 degrees
Celsius,” says Lyon. “The CPU runs happily at
80 degrees.”
The system seals the liquid inside copper
heat exchangers and tubes to avoid contact
with the electronics. A similar approach
is taken by several other DC innovators,
like Cloud & Heat Technologies GmbH in
Dresden, Germany.

Oil-cooling
Coolant flows through the servers
in blue feed and red return lines.
(Cool IT Systems)

There is another liquid cooling solution in use
by numerous leading-edge facilities around
the world. In this case servers are submerged
Please see ‘Oil’ on page 17
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The game changer in home comfort.
Lighter, smaller, easier, BETTER.

The KeepRite® ProComfort™ Deluxe 19 Air Conditioner and ProComfort™ Deluxe 18 Heat Pump with
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KeepRite® ProComfort™ AC & HP with
SmartSense™ Technology
Heating & Cooling Products

© 2018 International Comfort Products

GoKeepRite.com

Timely registration required.
See warranty certificate for
details and restrictions.

See warranty certificate for details.

B&G
SOLVES
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PHONE CALL

A well designed variable speed circulator should not
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Which is exactly what the Bell & Gossett ecocirc® 19-16
does. Its innovative permanent magnet motor is made to
be set once and forgotten—ideal for heating, cooling and
potable water applications. To learn more about how to
increase the lifetime value of your next installation,
visit bellgossett.com.

bellgossett.com

© 2018 Xylem Inc. Bell & Gossett is a trademark of Xylem Inc. or one of its subsidiaries.
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Oil cooling offers another option
Continued from page 14

in a dielectric, nonconductive synthetic
mineral oil blend. It looks like water but
behaves differently when it comes in contact
with server racks. No shorting out takes place,
just highly efficient cooling. Brandon Moore
of Green Revolution Cooling (GRC) in
Austin, Texas, says it offers about 1200 times
the heat absorbing capacity of air cooling.

Growing market
L iquidC o ol S olut ions of Ro chester
Minnesota is working with Johnson
Controls, Siemens, Bonneville Power, and
the state of New York. On its web site it
quotes WiseGuy Research Consultants,
headquartered in Pune, India, predicting
that the global data centre liquid immersion
cooling market will grow from $109.51

million USD in 2015 to $959.62 Million in
2020 – a compound annual growth rate of
54.3 percent.
In 2007 the CEO of Microsoft said: “There’s
no chance that the iPhone is going to get any
significant market share.” He probably regrets
having said that. In 2018 I’m saying that liquid
cooling for data centre servers is a real thing.
Hope I’m right. 
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Supply and return manifolds connect the
servers. (Cool IT Systems)
At a research university in Texas there was
a 90 percent reduction in energy use. The
PUE (power use efficiency) was reported at
1.03 - 1.05, compared to 1.7 for an average DC
air-cooled system. The project also reduced
the power load for computing by 20 percent
and cut construction costs by 60 percent.
Although heavy, the server tanks are relatively
small and there are no fans, water loops or
heat exchangers.
The company has installed similar liquid
cooling systems in Japan, Australia, Spain,
Austria, Costa Rica and the UK. They are
not alone. Several competitors also plunge
electronics into tanks full of oil.

Bruce Nagy is a Torontobased freelance writer that
reports on green technologies
and solutions. He can be
reached at
bruce.nagy@rogers.com.

STARTS WITH THE GROOVE: VICTAULIC

GROOVE

Full system solution that eliminates cure time, chemicals and odors
associated with traditional installation methods

Quick and easy setup

victaulic.com/cpvcsolutions
© 201 VICTAULIC COMPANY. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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FORMICARY

CORROSION

Tighter homes, higher efficiencies lead to leaking evaporator coils
By Simon Blake

D&B ClimateCare technician Tim Rapai
checks refrigerant pressures.
(Paul Wanklin photo, D&B)

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

F

ormicary or “ants’ nest” corrosion
on the outside of air conditioning
coils is not new, but it is becoming
such a problem that members of
one Ontario contractor group have
decided that they will only install equipment
with aluminum evaporator coils.
“We have had a lot of issues with it,”

remarked Dave Murtland, owner of
D&B ClimateCare in Simcoe, Ont. “It
can happen only a few months after
putting it in.”
“We’ve had to replace new
equipment coils in year one, two and
three,” added Nancy McKeraghan of
Canco ClimateCare, Newmarket, Ont.
“When contractors come back
in the spring (to do the spring AC
service) they are seeing significant
refrigerant depletion,” reported Mario
Bernardi, ClimateCare executive director.
“They’ve got storage rooms full of coils that
they’ve removed.”
Last fall the ClimateCare Co-operative,
a group of 34 independent Ontario HVAC
Please see ‘Often’ on page 21
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QAir Conditioning

Rapai checks an evaporator coil
for leaks. (Wanklin photo)

copper tubing to maximize heat transfer.
“It all has to do with, in my mind, the
striving for higher efficiencies,” said Mellors.

No visible signs

Often no visible signs
Continued from page 19

contractors headquartered in Burlington,
Ont., decided to go aluminum only for
evaporator coils in their private label air
conditioning equipment. With parts and
labour warranties up to 12 years, they will
simply not sell equipment with copper coils.
“That way we can eliminate the corrosion,”
said Murtland.

A perfect storm
It’s important to note that the issue
doesn’t affect the equipment of only one
manufacturer; most, if not all, of the majors
have been affected. A multitude of factors
have come together to make failing evaporator
coils a significant problem in the past three
years, reported Glenn Mellors, ClimateCare
director of training and implementation.
These include indoor air quality and tighter
homes. Volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
that gas off from carpets, building materials,

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

furniture, etc. combine with oxygen and
moisture to create an acidic solution that
reacts with the copper to cause pinhole leaks.
“The homes are tighter and there are not
enough air exchanges. It slowly eats away at
the coil,” said Murtland.

It all has to do
with, in my mind,
the striving for
higher efficiencies.
The problem is worse in areas with poor
outdoor air quality – pollution, added Mellors.
Cases of formicary corrosion are higher in
industrialized southern Ontario than in the
Ottawa Valley, for example.
In some cases, manufacturers have
modified the copper coils to improve
efficiency, using thinner wall and/or rifled

Formicary corrosion can easily be identified
if it is on the outside of a coil. It appears as a
dark stained “soil” buildup around the leak.
When the corrosion is internal, it’s a different
matter. Often, when a technician diagnoses
an air conditioner suffering from formicary
corrosion, there are no visible signs, but
the refrigerant level is low. “It’s almost like
the refrigerant is leaking by osmosis,” said
Mellors.
The quick and dirty fix is to just “fill and
go,” or perhaps add a leak sealant and then fill.
That might get the coil through the warranty
period, but it’s going to leave one very
unhappy homeowner faced with a problem
that can only get worse. It’s unprofessional
and not something ClimateCare contractors
would do, added Mellors. So, they replace the
coil, typically losing money on every warranty
repair.
It’s a big job, typically taking a full morning,
noted Peter Steffes, long-time Windsor,
Ont. contractor and, today, supervisor of
commercial sales for Vollmer Inc., Windsor,
Ont. And yet manufacturers will only cover
two hours labour. To make matters worse,
getting the warranty approved can be difficult
Please see ‘Industry’ on page 22
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The staining on this coil
is a result of external
formicary corrosion.
(Glenn Mellors photos)

Industry
takes steps
to solve issue
Continued from page 21

because of the lack of visible damage. “They
ask you to take a picture of the coil and show
where the break is,” remarked Bernardi.
“Warranty is a big cost. It’s very onerous.”

still don’t have a full line of aluminum coils,
noted Murtland.
And while aluminum may not suffer from
formicary corrosion, other issues may come
up down the road. “I am not that sold on

aluminum either,” said Steffes, who installed
many air conditioners with aluminum coils
in the 70s. They are more difficult to repair.
“You can do it, but you’ve got to have a lot of
finesse.”

Consumer anger
Solution slow in coming
Contractors have been frustrated because
manufacturers have been slow to acknowledge
the problem, added Murtland. Or, as Mellor
says, “they’ve been in denial” due, in part,
one would expect, from a number of lawsuits
in both Canada and the U.S. over formicary
corrosion.
That being said, some time ago Carrier
released a report titled Indoor Coil Corrosion.
The company also offered a solution in the
form of tin-plated copper coils. Some other
manufacturers adopted aluminum coils.
However, the switch to aluminum has taken
time because manufacturers had to have those
coils certified as a match with their equipment
so that the homeowner could qualify for
energy efficiency rebates. It’s an expensive
and time-consuming process. Getting each
coil certified with each air conditioner costs
thousands of dollars. Some manufacturers

22
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Formicary corrosion is often referred to
as ants’ next corrosion because of the
build-up of a soil-like material.

Failing air conditioners are a major topic on
consumer and homeowner blogs. As noted
above, some manufacturers are facing or have
faced class action lawsuits either in Canada
or the U.S. Johnson Controls recently settled
one U.S. lawsuit. Among other conditions of
that settlement, if a homeowner has a copper
coil fail twice within the five-year standard
warranty or ten-year extended warranty
period, it will be replaced with an aluminum
coil free of charge,
Much of the anger has, not surprisingly,
been directed at installing contractors. “We’re
telling the homeowner that their new air
conditioner will run for years,” said Murtland.
Needless to say, when homeowners run into
leaking evaporator coils within the first few
years, they are not happy.
“As an industry, we have to wake up and
say we aren’t going to use a product that won’t
last in newer homes,” says Murtland. 

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

63%

energy saving potential
in today’s buildings and
industrial processes

is realizing a more energy
efficient city infrastructure
Canadian infrastructure investments are on the rise, and with ambitious climate
and energy targets in place, Danfoss has been helping make Canadian cities more
efficient and sustainable for 65 years. Heating and cooling consume as much as
40 percent of a building’s total energy use. Danfoss solutions like AC drives, variable
speed compressors and hydronic control valves help cut energy consumption and
improve comfort and control. City-wide, Danfoss’ innovative district heating solutions
amplify efficiencies — cost-effectively boosting energy productivity, minimizing
environmental impacts and helping cities plan for a sustainable future. With Danfoss,
our cities can get more out of less without sacrificing performance or reliability.
Discover how we’re Engineering Tomorrow at danfoss.ca

QAir Conditioning
Variable
capacity
High-efficiency York
Affinity variable capacity residential
systems from Johnson
Controls feature inverter-driven variable capacity technology,
which dynamically adjusts capacity and
airflow. Air circulates more precisely and
quietly, maximizing comfort and reducing
energy consumption. They are Energy Star
Most Efficient qualified. The 20 SEER YXV
air conditioners and YZV heat pumps can reduce energy costs by as much as 50 percent
compared to older 10 SEER units, reports the
manufacturer.
York  www.york.com/affinity

VRF chiller system
Samsung’s DVM Chiller
combines the strength
of variable refrigerant
flow (VRF) systems and
traditional chiller systems for
commercial applications. It is energy efficient,
compact, ecofriendly, and beneficial as it
can inherit existing water facilities. Flash
injection technology supports a powerful
heating performance. It comes equipped with
built-in differential pressure and temperature
sensors to prevent freezing and pipe bursts.
Up to 16 units can be grouped.
Samsung 
www.samsunghvac.com

Residential rotary
technology
LG
Electronics
introduced its unitary
duty rotary compressor
at the AHR Expo in
January. For split and
packaged-system unitary
HVAC applications, it is
designed to produce the same results in
capacity and efficiency as today’s scroll
compressors. Its enhanced overload protector
and reinforced mechanical parts serve
applications requiring 1.5- to 2.5- ton capacity
targeted at the 14 SEER level.
LG Electronics  www.lg.com

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

More vertical
distance

Improved chiller design
The McQuay AGZ-D family of air cooled
scroll chillers are designed with improved
performance and features usually seen in
larger, more expensive chillers. Available in
25-190-ton capacity, they are ideal for use in
small to mid-sized buildings. They are quiet
with a sound pressure rating as low as 60 dBA
without attenuation, use R-410A refrigerant
and exceed the performance requirements of
ASHRAE Standard 90.1 for efficiency. They
are easy to install with a reduced operational
clearance requirement to as little as four feet
between multiple units.
McQuay  www.McQuay.com

Fujitsu General America
has introduced its new
High-rise 360 kit that
now adds 196 (vertical)
feet to the distance between roof-mounted VRF
condensing units, and
indoor units connected
below them. Previously,
the maximum vertical distance between roofmounted Fujitsu V-II Series VRF Systems was
164 feet. Now, with the kit, the height difference between roof-mounted VRF condensers
and indoor air handlers is 360 feet – greatly
easing VRF installations in taller buildings.
Kit components include the pressure sensor
(converter), a refrigerant pressure sensor, and
copper joint pipe.
Fujitsu  www.fujitsu.com/ca
(Photos submitted by manufacturers)

Full-Service Designers & Manufacturers
of Commercial & Residential
Venting Solutions

Stop by our Booth #416 | May 2 & 3 | Moncton, NB

Leaders in-Venting Innovation™
www.duravent.com www.securitychimneys.com
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QRefrigeration

Refrigerant concentration
limits

Determining maximum levels is becoming more critical
with new equipment, practices By Greg Scrivener
all refrigerants that include acute toxicity,
asphyxiation and flammability. The RCL is a
concentration limit that is determined using
ASHRAE Standard 34 to limit the risks of
these hazards in occupied spaces.

Hazardous conditions
While we don’t have enough time to get into
the details of each if these hazards, here are
the basics:
Acute toxicity is the adverse health effect
from a short term toxic exposure and is
determined based on four factors: mortality,
cardiac sensitization, anesthetic, and other
impairing effects and permanent injury. It

Refrigerant concentration
limits have become more
critical as VRF systems
often put large condensing
units connected to small
evaporators in small
rooms. These Fujitsu VRF
heat pumps are part of
the system at the Travino
condominium project in
Victoria, B.C., profiled in
the last issue.
(Photo submitted)
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n Canada, CSA B-52 mechanical
refrigeration code does not use the words
“Refrigerant Concentration Limit (RCL)”
but if you spend enough time in the Variable
Refrigerant Flow (VRF) industry you will
undoubtedly hear this term. In this article
we are going to spend some time to learn
and understand RCLs and why they are an
important concept in refrigeration safety.
Refrigerant Concentration Limits are a code
required maximum amount of refrigerant
that can leak into an occupied space.
The first thing to note is that while CSA B-52
itself does not use the term or abbreviation
RCL, it does have the concept imbedded in
the standard and uses terms such as “Quantity
of Refrigerant per Occupied Space”. CSA has
also published a safety bulletin that does use
the term RCL.
There are safety risks associated with

If we are installing
a system at an
elevation above sea level, we
need to do a calculation to
correct these values.
loosely follows the U.S. National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health Immediately
Dangerous to Life or Health (NIOSH IDLH)
values where available. Oxygen deprivation is
the second hazard and as you would expect,
it causes asphyxiation. Oxygen depravation
can be caused by any gas with a high enough
concentration in an enclosed space.
The third hazard is flammability; the
limit in ASHRAE 34 is 25 percent of the
lower flammability level, which is the lowest
Please see ‘Altitude’ on page 28
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The RCL would be exceeded in this very small walk-in cooler with a relatively high
capacity condensing unit used for blast chilling and testing. Does it matter?
(Scrivener photo)

Altitude makes a difference
Continued from page 27

refrigerating concentration that will ignite
and propagate a flame. The RCL is the worst
case between these different hazards.
I joke when I’m giving presentations that
refrigerants can kill you in three different
ways: acute toxicity, oxygen deprivation, or
fire. The RCL is determined by which one will
kill you first.
There are some complications that arise
when trying to determine the RCL for a
particular application. This is best explained
by exploring some differences between the
tables of values published in ASHRAE 34
and CSA B52. The toxicity and flammability
information used to determine the values
in the two standards are the same, but they
publish some different values (shown in Table
1).

Altitude makes a difference
The reason for these differences is that the
oxygen deprivation limits change based on
altitude or elevation. This is completely

28
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intuitive if you think about how the oxygen
available in a particular volume of air
decreases with altitude. In order to ensure
that there is enough oxygen available for
occupants, the allowable concentration of

refrigerant is lower at higher elevations. (See
Table 2)
This leads to an interesting phenomenon.
Depending on your elevation, the most
dangerous hazard associated with a
refrigerant can change. At sea level, for
example, you may find that acute toxicity is
the hazard that determines the RCL, while at
high elevations, the RCL may be determined
by oxygen deprivation. It turns out that this is
the case for several popular refrigerants such
as R404A.
In what is likely an effort to be conservative,
CSA B52 has used the worst-case altitude to
calculate the RCLs used in their table and
ASHRAE 34 has used sea level elevation. This
is the reason for the differences in published
values.
What this means is that if you are using
a refrigerant in an application below 1000
meters (3300 ft) you can use the higher values
from ASHRAE 34. If you are above 1500 m
(4920 ft), the values in CSA B52 would apply.
If you are between 1000 m and 1500 m, it is
up to you to calculate the RCL to determine
which hazard is dominant.
To the best of my knowledge, Calgary is
the only major city in Canada that has an
elevation more than 1000 m but there are a
handful of mountain communities with a
Please see ‘More’ on page 31

Table 1: Comparison of a few RCL values from ASHRAE 34 and CSA B52
CSA B52
R134A
R744
R404A
R407C
R410A
R417A
R422D
R437A
R438A
R507A
R508B
R290

13.02
3.4
17.22
15.21
12.81
3.54
16.28
5.03
4.81
17.45
12.67
0.6

ASHRAE 34
lb/1000ft3
13
3.4
31
18
26
3.5
16
5
4.9
32
13
0.56

Difference
0.02
0
-13.78
-2.79
-13.19
0.04
0.28
0.03
-0.09
-14.55
-0.33
0.04
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Make the Switch
to Solstice® N40

Solstice N40 (R-448A) is the most exciting new refrigerant in
commercial refrigeration for new supermarkets and for R-404A
and R-22 retroﬁts. Its GWP of 1273 is 68% lower than R-404A,
and demonstrates a 5-16% lower energy consumption in
medium-temperature refrigeration.
Learn more at honeywell-refrigerants.com.

Refrigerants
©2016 Honeywell International Inc.

THE 2018 SUPER DUTY®

TURN TOUGH JOBS
INTO DONE JOBS WITH
THE SMARTER TRUCK

Towing. Payload. Torque. Only Super Duty tops the list in its class. It’s not for bragging rights. It’s for dragging might – a truck
that works as hard as you. And the might is backed by brilliant available innovations that allow Super Duty to be your trusted
partner: sensors to watch blind spots, steering that reduces effort, cameras that give you a complete view of what’s going on
around your truck – innovations to help you easily manoeuvre any trailer, avoid a collision and so much more‡. Smart. Tough.
Undisputed. Only Super Duty.
BEST-IN-CLASS
MAX TOWING*
34,000 LBS

BEST-IN-CLASS
MAX PAYLOAD^
7,630 LBS

BEST-IN-CLASS
DIESEL TORQUE**
935 LB-FT

BEST-IN-CLASS
GAS TORQUE^^
430 LB-FT

THE PERFECT PAIRING OF
MILITARY-GRADE9 ALUMINUM ALLOY
AND HIGH-STRENGTH STEEL

‡‡

EXPLORE THE NEW SUPER DUTY. FORD.CA/SUPERDUTY
Vehicle may be shown with optional features. ‡Driver-assist features are supplemental and do not replace the driver’s attention, judgment and need to control the vehicle. *When properly equipped. Maximum towing capacity of
34,000 lbs on F-450 4x2 with 6.7L diesel engine conÀguration. Class is Full-Size Heavy Duty Pickups over 8,500 lbs. GVWR based on Ford segmentation. ^When properly equipped. Maximum payload of 7,630 lbs on F-350 DRW
Regular Cab 4x2 with 6.2L gas engine. Class is Full-Size Pickups over 8,500 lbs. GVWR based on Ford segmentation. **Maximum diesel torque of 935 lb-ft with standard 6.7L V8 diesel engine 6-speed automatic transmission
conÀguration. Class is Full-Size Pickups over 8,500 lbs. GVWR based on Ford segmentation. ^^Maximum gas torque of 430 lb-ft on with standard 6.2L V8 gas engine. Class is Full-Size Pickups over 8,500 lbs. GVWR based on Ford
segmentation. ¹6000-series aluminum alloy. ‡‡F-Series is the best-selling line of pickup trucks in Canada for 52 years in a row, based on Canadian Vehicle Manufacturers’ Association statistical sales report up to year-end 2017.
©2018 Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited. All rights reserved.
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Table 2: Oxygen deprivation limits at different elevations (ppm by volume)
Elevation

Oxygen Deprivation Limit

Sea Level to 1000 m (3300 ft)

140,000 ppm (v/v)

1000 m (3300 ft) to 1500 m (4920 ft)

112,000 ppm (v/v)

Above 1500 m (4920 ft)

69,100 ppm (v/v)

More darn
complication!
Continued from page 28

similar elevation. The only community I
could find above 1500 m is Lake Louise.

Quantifying the limits
It gets more complicated. To be useful, we
want our RCL values to be in mass units (i.e.
lb/1000ft3) so they are easy to use. We know
how many pounds of refrigerant are in our
system. If the RCL is given in volume units, we
must calculate the density of the refrigerant at
our elevation each time and in order to do this
we would need to know the molecular mass of
the refrigerant we are using.
Thankfully, the mass unit conversions
have been done for us and the tables give
the values in both mass and volume units.
However, if you are following closely, you
likely see a problem with this conversion.
Because the density of refrigerant in air is
different at different elevations, the mass unit
conversions that are provided must only be at
one elevation. You’d be right.
All the mass units in the CSA B52 and
ASHRAE 34 RCL tables are at sea level. If we
are installing a system at an elevation above
sea level, we need to do a calculation to correct
these values. In imperial units, the following
multiplier is used to correct the RCL values,
where ‘h’ is the elevation in feet:
1 - 2.42 x 10 -5h
Wait! Am I saying that even though
CSA B52 is using oxygen depletion data for
elevations above 1500 meters, we must still do
an elevation correction on the mass unit data
published in Table 1? The answer is yes!

Determining the space

to wrap your head around, but it is very
important to make sure that we don’t
exceed the RCL in an occupied space. If (or
when) flammable refrigerants become more
widespread, it will be even more important
to consider the RCL because the allowable
concentrations for these refrigerants are often
substantially lower.
This brings us to the most controversial
aspect of RCL calculations that we have so far
ignored. How do you determine what area is
enclosed? How do you calculate the volume
of the space into which the refrigerant will
disperse?
Historically, in a typical ducted air
conditioning system, these RCL calculations
almost never came up. I’d be surprised if an
HVAC designer has even considered this issue
more than a handful of times. In refrigeration
it has been a bit more important because we
often put large refrigeration systems in small
spaces, but again, it has been often ignored.
I did an RCL calculation on an occupied
meat cooler in a grocery store once… the
room exceeded the RCL calculation by a
lot. The issue has come to a head over the
last number of years as VRF technology has
become more prevalent. Large condensing
units are connected to small evaporators that
are often installed in very small rooms.
In the next issue, we’ll tackle some examples
and look a bit closer at connected spaces and
how to calculate RCL volumes. 

Greg Scrivener
is a refrigeration consultant
for Cold Dynamics
in Edmonton. He is a
professional engineer,
journeyman refrigeration
mechanic and holds
RSES CMS designation in commercial
refrigeration. He can be reached at
greg.scrivener@colddynamics.com

It may be confusing and a bit challenging
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HYDRONIC
troubleshooting
h

Whole system approach, documentation pays dividends
By Roy Collver

I

(Roy Collver photos)

t’s been close to 20 years since I
wrote about hydronic whole system
troubleshooting. We’ve covered boiler
specific problems, both fire and water-side,
and various individual component issues –
but being able to look over the whole system,
diagnose the general problem and then zero
in on the specific fault is tricky and hard to
cover in short articles.
HVAC/R systems are multi-disciplinary
with hydronics, in particular, requiring a
wide knowledge base. Fluid flow, pipe sizing,
electrical circuits, control strategy, heat
transfer, fuel utilization – the list is seemingly
endless. Modern boilers and integrated
control systems have made certain aspects of
troubleshooting easier, but they can also lead
you down the garden path if you don’t have a
clear understanding of the dynamics involved.
This article is going to mostly cover the
basics of where to start looking and where to
find information to help you.

Roy’s handy tools for troubleshooting, clockwise from top:
• Old school design tool for radiant floor systems
• Bell & Gossett System Syzer Wheel, developed by Gil Carlson back in the 50s
• Graph paper pad and pencil for figuring, sketching and doodling
• Metric converter calculator
• Grundfos handy little pressure and flow conversion tool
• Old fashioned – lab quality thermometer (to check accuracy of the electronic ones)
• Infrared thermometer
• Dual temperature thermometer – displays Delta T
• Surface probe thermometer for instant reading of pipe surface temperatures
• And the two pipe tools? Sometimes you just have to open things up and
peek inside!

32
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Critical skills
There are three basic events in the life cycle
of a hydronic system where diagnostic skills
are critical:
PHASE 1 – the design stage – where a
designer works to ensure all the components are
properly sized and matched. During this phase,
the basic layout of the system is decided, based
on customer requirements and the physical
limitations of the structure. Component sizing,
types and materials, are determined based on
performance requirements and budget.

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

And at this stage, designers should
develop a sequence of operation and
have a good hard look at what might go
wrong. Decisions as to where to specify
thermometers, pressure gauges and
isolation valves can save money and avoid
headaches down the road.
Another important step occurs when
designers sit down with owners, users
and installers to explain the system, make
sure everyone is happy with it, and solicit
feedback. Issues and unrealistic expectations
can be revealed, so this is a sort of forward
troubleshooting process. At the close of the
design phase, a final specification should
be prepared along with drawings and
supporting documentation to be carried
forward through the commissioning
process with the goal of creating a system
operating and maintenance (O&M) manual
for future reference.
These steps should be followed for
every installation, not just commercial
jobs. Troubleshooting is mostly about
comparing what is to what should be – this
documentation tells us what should be.
There are many computer design software
programs today can make this process easier,
but hand-drawn schematics and written
instructions are fine for many systems.
I don’t do much “from scratch” design
work anymore, so keeping an up-to date
suite of design software just doesn’t make
sense. I find myself going back to some
of the simple and reliable design tools
when I am checking other people’s work
or troubleshooting systems. If you are
designing systems all the time – get the
software and learn how to use it efficiently
and with precision.

Proving the system
PHASE 2 – The commissioning process
is where the installer or a commissioning
agent tests or “proves” a new system to make

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

sure it performs as specified (or re-tests an
existing system to ensure it is still operating
like new). This is an ongoing process
throughout the life of a system. When you
replace a defective circulator for instance,
you should always confirm its performance
to ensure it meets the original specs before
you walk away.

Troubleshooting
is mostly about
comparing what is to
what should be – this
documentation tells
us what should be.
During the initial system start-up it
is extremely important to confirm and
balance all flow rates and appliance inputs
and outputs. Check for proper sequence of
operation and control function, and make
sure all components have been installed in
accordance with manufacturer manuals.
It may be discovered that something
was mismatched, miscalculated or just
plain missed altogether – now’s the
time to fix it. Clearly you need the full
spectrum of troubleshooting skills and the
instrumentation required to examine the
system under full and partial load conditions.
You must check all safety devices, glycol
levels and fill pressure, then push the system
to its limits and pull on any loose threads
to see if anything starts to unravel. During
commissioning, a full documentation of
all the operating parameters should be
compiled for inclusion in the O&M manuals,
a copy of which will be left on-site for future
troubleshooting and maintenance. Basically,
this is your record that what was (on

start-up), was as it should be.
Okay, I know what you are thinking! ‘Let’s
get real Pal – what dream world are you
living in? Whoever does this for residential
hydronic systems?’ Too few. My guess is
that less than 20 percent of the new systems
installed ever get this kind of attention
and almost zero percent of replacement
work. When somebody replaces a boiler –
you’re lucky to find a manual lying in the
dust somewhere. Which really makes it far
more difficult for the person who arrives to
engage in…

Troubleshooting the system
PHASE 3 – Troubleshooting – where a
service technician examines the operation
of the system after a deficiency has been
noticed – often a no-heat or insufficient heat
event, or when a system is otherwise “not
right”. If Phase 1 and 2 were done correctly,
Phase 3 is usually straightforward; you are
there because something has changed or
broken. You have documentation from
when the system was operating correctly,
and you can now compare that to what is
happening now.
The most important tool to bring into
play is of course, your brain – combined
with your observation, interview, and
listening skills. Leave the other equipment
alone until you have had a chance to look
and ask around. Stop, look, listen, smell and
you might luck out with one of the “easy”
ones. If there is water pouring out of the
bottom of the boiler, or the circulator is
screaming like a banshee or there is smoke
coming out of the boiler control board – you
pretty much know where to start looking.
If everything looks okay, however, you
need to start digging. One benefit to the
newer controls is that they will tell you
what is wrong. Look at the control displays
Please see ‘Stop’ on page 34
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More handy tools - to be discussed
in the next article.

gas company turn off the meter? Let them
talk; often they can point you directly to the
problem.

Back to basics

Stop, look, listen and smell!
Continued from page 33

and see if there are any fault messages or
codes displayed – if so, go straight to the
equipment manual that was left on site
and go to the troubleshooting section – no
wait…Where’s the manual?
If there is no manual, write down any
error codes you see, and try Universal Step
1 – reboot. Turn off the power and wait a
minute then turn it back on again. Observe
everything if the system goes into start-up.
You need to try and establish a sequence of
operation. If you have no documentation,
you need to note what the system is doing –
sometimes over and over – until you notice
where things are going wrong. “Was that
click I heard a pump relay? I don’t think the
pump started. Maybe it’s a pump or pump
relay problem!” Hopefully you get lucky and
figure it out that easily. If not, then at this
stage, your best bet is to talk to someone
who lives with the system.
Question 1 (always ask it) – Had the
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system been running okay before this?
If the answer is No, trigger Question 2a –
has it ever run okay? If answer is Yes, then go
to Question 2b, below. If answer is No, you
are really going to miss the documentation
mentioned above, because now you must
go to Universal Step 2 and try to basically
reverse engineer the system and figure out
as best you can how it should be operating
based on what equipment is there and your
experience. With any luck, you might know
the person or company that designed the
system and you can call them for advice;
they may even be able to provide you with
some of the missing documentation.
If the answer to Question 1 is Yes, trigger
Question 2b – what is different now? Do
you notice something that is not right? Is
it not right everywhere, or just in one part
of the house? Did you or anybody else mess
with anything? Did it go bad suddenly, or
has it gotten worse over time? When did it
stop working right? Did anything happen
around that time – lightning, power outage,

If you are no wiser after asking these
questions, or there is no one to ask – it’s time
to go through the basic steps, starting with
Universal Step 1, above... Older technology
and simpler control systems are pretty easy.
There is a boiler, pump, maybe radiator
valves and a thermostat. Something calls for
heat, the boiler fires, the pump comes on –
is that all happening? If yes, then you must
figure out what is going on inside those pipes
– we will cover all that in a future article.
More up-to-date equipment can be a bit
more inscrutable. Look at everything. Are
there sensors strapped to any of the pipes?
Are the wires okay and connected to where
they are supposed to be? Has a sensor come
loose? Are the sensors working right?
Now you may have to get out some of
your troubleshooting gear and you had
better get a manual, so you don’t go madly
off in all directions. Fortunately, we have the
Internet. If you suspect a specific control or
appliance is to blame – record the Make,
Model and Serial Number and look it up
online – there is a good chance you can
download the manual you need right then
and there. If not, go through the supply
chain – starting with your wholesaler. Don’t
call the rep first; they like to help, but they
want you and the wholesaler to give it the
old college try first. How else you going to
learn? 
Roy Collver is an author
and consultant on hydronic
heating based in Qualicum
Beach, B.C. He can be
reached at
hoth2o@shaw.ca
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OUR TEAM
IS BUILT
FOR THE PROS
You can’t beat our line for delivering top
performance and exceeding goals. At the
centre, we’ve got proven tough Bradford White
products distributed through our Canadian
Independent Sales Agencies. On the two wings
we have Laar’s high efficiency residential and
commercial hydronic boilers, volume water
heaters, and commercial pool heaters as well
as the solid delivery of storage tanks and
specialty items from Niles Steel Tank.
Offering exceptional customer service is a
point of pride for our team. The recent move
to a larger, more efficiently-spaced location
means additional room for a state-of-the-art
training center, more product, warranty, and
technical support, and a fully stocked parts
service desk with next day parts delivery
capability. With our group of talented team
players and a solid game plan for your success,
Bradford White Canada is a formidable force in
the Canadian market.
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Commercial control update

Comfort and control

Controls on the Pennant line of fan-assisted,
modular gas boilers and volume water heaters
from Laars have been updated. The new
LINCTM Intuitive Control System includes an auto
cascade setup feature for up to eight boilers. A colour touchscreen
displays key boiler performance measurements and control structure.
It connects to building automation systems via BacNet. There are seven
sizes from 500 to 2000 MBH delivering up to 85 percent efficiency,
with stage firing of up to 4:1, and cascade with auto redundancy.
Laars www.laars.com

The new Carrier Infinity system control pairs
with a mobile application to deliver comfort
and control. It debuted at Alabama Power’s Smart Neighborhood
in Birmingham, Alabama, a community of 62 homes featuring
emerging energy-efficient technologies, materials and appliances,
and a community-scale power system. There, the Infinity system
control “delivers data-driven comfort on the cutting edge of energy
savings and connectivity.” It merges multiple dimensions of comfort
– temperature, humidity, airflow and air quality – to achieve the ideal
indoor environment and can also provide room-by-room control.
Carrier www.carrier.com

Feed/backflow combo valve
The new Taco brass boiler feed and dual check
backflow preventer with atmospheric vent is available
as a combination unit, or the boiler feed valve and
backflow preventer can each be purchased separately. It
offers simple pressure setting adjustment between 10 and 25 psi which
is separate from the exclusive, lockable fast fill lever. It is available in
½-inch cast iron union sweat or union NPT feed valve with a brass
backflow as well as ½-inch and ¾-inch brass union sweat or union
NPT feed valve with a brass backflow.
Taco www.taco-hvac.com

Energy saving control
The Thermsaver from Energy Group North is designed
to reduce the energy consumption of gas, oil and LPG
boilers by eliminating unnecessary firing cycles, using
temperature sensors on the flow and return water pipes to ensure the
boiler only provides heat when the returning water is sufficiently cool.
There is an optional third temperature sensor for use with combination
boilers that have a separate hot water circuit.
Energy Group North www.thermsaver.ca
(Manufacturer photos)

A trusted brand.
Innovation and comfort
DW\RXUÀQJHUWLSV

Booth #
510

Water heaters built by Canadians for Canadians!
www.plumbingandhvac.ca
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FROST
COMPENSATION
Spring brings numerous flood repair calls
By Mark P. Evans

No freeze protection
here, but at least the
backflow preventer is
easy to service.
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Frost can move mountains and springtime is the right time for Mother Nature to
demonstrate her unstoppable power here in
Ontario.
About this time every year I get calls for
help to stop the flooding because of the frost
coming out of the ground. Many incidents
are not plumbing related, but I respond
and bill the same as if it was. Sudden warm
spells wreak havoc on ice bound roof drains,
ground-water management systems and
storm-water dispersion techniques.

Flat-roofed buildings “burst at the seams”
when different rates of expansion and
contraction from temperature variations allow
melt-water to seep through any inadequate seal
in the building envelope. Gravity and capillary
action help the water get in and follow the
easiest path down, which is usually some type
of piping, so they call the plumber.
Likewise, many non-plumbing related
flooding investigations reveal sudden
overwhelming volume of ground water
penetrating the foundation and basement
floor around the building clean-out box,
floor drain and even the sump pit itself.
Site grading helps to direct storm water
away from buildings but when plowed snow
changes the direction of slope to point at
the structure, that effort is often negated.
Spring rains follow the surface grade to the
structure and ponding results, followed by
inevitable water intrusion.
More than once I have witnessed water
squirting out of un-finished basement walls.
The fountain makes it easy to locate and
identify the problem but, when the walls are
finished, the customer experiences leakage
from an un-known source and calls the
plumber.

Mechanical investigator
I enjoy putting on my “forensic mechanical
investigator” hat to address these hydrological
mysteries and I feel the knowledge gained by
Please see ‘frost free’ on page 41
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QPlumbing
Evans’ Florida host Wayne Stecho displays his
water heater installation. Common practice
in Florida, notice the raised platform, lack
of hydro-static mixing valve and galvanized
gas piping. (All photos by Mark Evans)

Some ‘frost free’ fittings
don’t measure up
Continued from page 38

Even with a trace
wire, many
water, soil and waste pipes
freeze in my neck
of the woods

these experiences is an invaluable asset to the
consulting side of my business.
I must admit that through all my time
gaining insight and looking for patterns,
much about the ways of ground frost remains
unknown. At once, seemingly protected
systems are damaged by the cold while others
that look likely to suffer remain unscathed.
The Ontario Building Code, Section 7.3.5.4.
(1) states that;” No water, soil or waste pipes
shall be installed on the exterior of a building
or in the uninsulated side of an exterior
wall, or in a place where they may be subject
to freezing temperatures unless adequate
provision is made to protect such pipes from
freezing (such as trace wires or insulation).”
I know first-hand that insulation alone
won’t work, eventually the cold will win. Even
with a trace wire, many water, soil and waste
pipes freeze in my neck of the woods.

Intermittent issues
A regular customer recently booked but
cancelled a service call to fix their dripping
and then not dripping outside tap.
That same client called again a few days later
to re-book the same service call. However, I
was in south Florida at the time and before I got
back, they tried to cancel again, but I wouldn’t
let them. They felt plumbing service wasn’t
needed as the tap was no longer dripping for
some reason. I reminded them that our first
ever meeting was to address a serious flooding
problem just a year earlier, so they decided to
keep the booking for when I got back home.
During the few remaining days in the
sunshine state, my Floridian host/technical
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genius friend accessed the monitoring system at
his main home in Waterloo, Ont. and discovered
that my customer’s request for service came
on warm days and the cancellations came on
cold days. The customers outside tap wasn’t
dripping because it was frozen then leaked as
the temperatures rose above zero.
I’ve learned that “frost-free wall hydrants”
demonstrate about as much truth in
advertising as Plumbers Putty which claims it
will never dry out, shrink or crack. Sure.
I suspected that it would be the same
old installation error that was causing the
problem. Very often the hydrant isn’t sloped
outwards and the residual water downstream
of the stop freezes then expands and damages
the valve body even though it’s inside the wall.
In extreme conditions, the expansion splits
the device and leaks when thawed, but that
wasn’t the case for this episode.
The problem here was that a wooden wedge
that the installer drove in to create proper
slope had slipped out of place, creating a
pathway for cold air to get at the piping. Spray
foam insulation created a barrier at that exact
location where the building envelope was
perforated, exposing the line to killing frost
on one side and blocking the warmth on the
other. Without that little piece of wood and
the mortar that once held it in place, the cold
dug in and claimed another victim.

What freeze protection?
The long-distance phone call got me
to thinking about the freeze protection
Please see ‘different’ on page 42
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A different way of doing things
Continued from page 41

techniques when I was on holiday in Florida
in March.
While I was poolside sipping a fancy fruit
drink and dodging alligators, I realized that
the water main to my friends’ winter home
was exposed, outside, and above ground…
entering the home at knee height. The control
valve was even located on the outside of the
building.
Further study showed that most if not all
properties in Naples, Florida have back-flow
protection above ground at the property
line and exterior, with above ground water
mains at the structure. Homes, malls, resorts
and medical buildings were serviced in like
manner. Even the eight-inch fire suppression
feeds were located above ground and open to
public interference. For a country tormented

but it strikes me as being a serious design
flaw regardless of location, weather trends or
likelihood of civil unrest.
Locals showed little concern for the cold
threat as they say it never freezes there. I say
that never is a long time and it only has to
happen once to cause a major catastrophe.
The temperature dipped to an extraordinarily
low of 8C (46F) while I was there and that’s
just too close for comfort.
Hope for the best but prepare for the worst
is the rule for every essential service and in
this snow birds’ opinion, the American deepsouth method doesn’t measure up. 

Even fire suppression feeds were above
ground.
by terrorism, they seem to have overlooked an
obvious delivery system for bad news.
This practice would never work back
home mostly because of our frigid climate,

Mark P. Evans
is a contractor, master
plumber and heating
technician based
in Waterloo, Ont.
He can be reached at
mark.evans@live.ca
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years

CIPH CELEBRATES

Organization faces the future
with a strong
engaged membership
By Simon Blake
In 1933 the country was gripped by the
Great Depression, indoor plumbing was just
becoming widespread in Canada’s cities and
heating was primarily by hot water, with coal
being the most common fuel.
It was at that time that a group of plumbing
industry wholesale distributors decided the
industry needed an organization to represent

Education has been a part of CIPH
activities since the beginning. In 1964,
members enjoy one such course.
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its interests to government as one unified
voice and to encourage new housing and
renovation. Nine founding companies met
in Montreal in February 1933 to form the
Canadian Institute of Plumbing & Heating
(CIPH).
“The Canadian
Institute of Plumbing
and Heating was
designed so that it could
study the problems
of t h e i n du s t r y –
production, distribution
and installation – and
set forth a policy as a
Ivan Leger
guidance for the best
interest of all,” said CIPH
president Ivan Leger (chairman 1933-35) of
the James Robertson Company at the group’s
1934 annual general meeting.
That premise still guides the organization
today, noted president and general manager
Ralph Suppa.
Growth was slow in the early years with the
number of members dropping to fewer than
50 as the country went from the Depression
and into the Second World War in 1939.
When the organization celebrated 25 years in
1958 there were 93 members and the list read
like a who’s who of the Canadian plumbing
and heating industry.

It was a very different industry then,
recalled Jacques Deschênes (chairman,
1989-90) who joined his family’s Montreal
based company, Deschênes & Fils Ltée, in
1954. “Back then, CIPH was like any other
association, not very well organized, nor
financially strong,” he added.
Working in the trade was physical.
Everything was very, very heavy. “Plumbing
piping was then steel pipe, galvanized for
water as well as for drainage to reach cast iron
pipe, and black pipe for heating systems.”
White was the only colour for plumbing
fixtures. Sinks and bathtubs were enameled
cast iron, boilers were cast iron, water heaters
featured a galvanized tank with side arm
heater, or were connected to the boiler.
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after starting work in the technical sales
department of Anaconda Copper in Toronto
in the early 1950s. “It was a great way for me
to meet the (wholesale) company owners.”
And for a young employee, being chosen to
attend the CIPH Annual Business Conference
was important, he added. “When you were
chosen to go to it, it was considered a feather
in your cap.”

Reaching out
In the 1970s CIPH founded the biennial
Canadian Environmental Exposition (CEX)
show in Toronto in partnership with the
Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Institute of Canada (HRAI). Trade shows
proved valuable both to CIPH as a source of
income and helped the organization grow and
achieve its objectives, noted J.A. 'Pat' Paterson
(chairman 1983-84), who joined the industry
in 1951 as a junior salesman with Hasty
Plumbing & Heating Supply in Toronto.

We have been able
to evolve and
change with the times while
understanding our
members’ needs.
The CIPH Annual Business Conference always features great locations, great speakers,
great food and a whole lot of fun. Members enjoy a bicycle ride on the Kettle Valley
Rail Trail during the 2014 Kelowna conference. (All photos by staff and CIPH)

Adapting to change
When CIPH celebrated its 25th anniversary
in 1958, it was the beginning of a period of
rapid expansion, growing to 100 members
by the 1980s. Today the organization has
290-member companies with a goal to reach
300 by 2020.
One of the keys for CIPH has been the
ability to adapt to both a changing industry
and to changing norms in society, noted
Suppa. “We have been able to evolve and
change with the times while understanding
our members’ needs. We serve our members
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best by serving the industry first,” he added.
Critical to the growth of CIPH was the
formation of regional associations across
Canada. The Ontario Region started in the
1960s and today there are also CIPH regional
associations in B.C., Calgary, Edmonton,
Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Quebec, the
Maritimes and Newfoundland.
Establishing the Quebec Region was a
major step. “That helped French speaking
members become closer to CIPH,” remarked
Deschênes.
Frank Sullivan joined CIPH shortly

The trade shows als o improved
communication between manufacturers and
the contractors installing their products. “The
trade shows were a great way to obtain grass
roots information,” noted Sullivan.
In the 80s the organization established a
CIPHEX show in Montreal and in the 90s
joined with CMMTQ to create the MecanEX
show. Since then, it has also become a partner
in the MEET show in Moncton, launched
the CIPHEX West shows in Calgary and
Vancouver and the smaller Roadshows that
have occurred across the country.
Please see ‘Moving’ on page 47
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IMPORTANT SAFETY MEASURE

Cross bore

Before clearing a blocked sewer service line, call Info-Excavation

COST YOU DEARLY!

1

The gas network is
not close in proximity

2

The gas network
is close by

PLEASE NOTE:

It’s easy, fast and free
Call Info-Excavation at 1 800 663-9228, option 1
For more information: info-ex.com
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Moving forward with a new generation
Burlington, Ont. “It’s actually two days. We also spend a lot of time with
the agencies like NRCan, NRC, the Treasury Board and Environment
Canada.”
“Once governments recognize that you are not adversarial and
that you offer significant amounts of input, they welcome your
participation,” he added.

Growing pains
In the early years, CIPH was an exclusive organization. Membership
numbers were low, and it was not easy to join.
Ross Robinson, chairman of B.A. Robinson, Winnipeg, was an electrical wholesaler that decided to open a plumbing showroom after
being unable to find faucets and fixtures for a new home he was building in 1978.
But it wasn’t easy getting product. “Since B.A. Robinson was not a
‘legitimate wholesaler’ we could not join CIPH and the manufacturers
would not sell to a non-member; it was a Catch 22,” he recalled. The

CIPH members attend an annual business conference at
Chateau Montebello, Quebec, likely in 1948.

Please see planning on page 48

Continued from page 45

Codes and regulations
Working with governments on codes and regulations has long been
a priority – it’s the number one priority for members today, reported
Suppa.
The relationship with governments has changed dramatically within
the last five years, noted current CIPH chairman Joe Senese, vicepresident, operations, Groupe Deschênes, Toronto. “We’ve had so many
experiences that we’ve had to deal with them on that it’s almost made it
mandatory that we spend significant time on it, advocating for both the
manufacturing side and the industry side.”
Not only have changes to codes and regulations been coming rapidly
due to government’s wish to include efficiency, but harmonization of
standards between municipalities, provinces and Canada and the U.S.
has become a key priority.
CIPH is also involved in the NAFTA negotiations, which have the
potential to dramatically affect the industry.
It now finds itself able to provide input before new codes and
standards are created, rather than trying to have them modified after
the fact, said Senese. “And that’s not just at any one level of government;
it’s at the municipal level, it’s at the provincial level and at the federal
level.”
The annual Day on the Hill in which CIPH joins members of the
Mechanical Contractors Association of Canada – a group which it
works closely with – to meet with government members on Parliament
Hill in Ottawa has become an important event, reported Bill Palamar,
2016-2017 CIPH chairman and president of Weil-McLain Canada,
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the new product innovations.”
CIPH, which had moved its offices from
Montreal to Toronto in the 80s, broadened
its membership by adding master distributers
and manufacturers agents. Mergers and
acquisitions slowed growth, but membership
continued to grow as CIPH revised
membership bylaws to include a wider range
of products.
There was also a “wave of change” in CIPH
that brought many new people in, recalled
Palamar, who became part of an Ontario
Region Board that “changed everything”
to better serve its members. A similar
transformation was taking place nationally.
Today, at any CIPH event, existing
members and staff go to great lengths to
ensure that new members feel welcome.

Women in the industry

Case de Jong (chairman 2002-03), left, launched CIPH’s Habitat for Humanity drive
in 1994 and spearheaded it for many years. In 2014 CIPH honored him by having a
street adjacent to a CIPH multi-unit Habitat project in Burlington, Ont. named after
him. Robert Whitty (chairman 2013-14), right, and Ralph Suppa do the honors.

Planning for the future
Continued from page 47

company had to “rum run” truckloads of
products from the U.S. and a sympathetic
Ontario wholesaler. However, Robinson
credits then CIPH president and general
manager Ed Hardison (chairman 1982-83)

with offering continuous encouragement.
“The ability to attract youth and welcome
youth is a huge change,” added Palamar. He
remembers attending his first CIPH meeting
in the 80s as a young salesman and feeling
out of place. “It was awful. If you weren’t
(in senior management), nobody paid any
attention to you.”

Waves of change

Joe Senese, left, and Bill Palamar at
the 2017 ABC, were part of a new
generation that made its presence felt in
the 1990s.
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The 1990s proved to be a decade of
significant change for the industry and for
CIPH. Consumer demand and expectations
were changing rapidly. “What was
happening in CIPH was reflective of what
was happening in the industry,” remarked
Senese. “It was the advent of big box retail
coming in and showroom developments
within the industry to take advantage of all

Another significant change one sees when
attending CIPH functions today is the
number of women in the room. Founded in
November 2016, the CIPH Women’s Network
fosters professional development for women.
“Being a woman in
this industry is a fantastic
opportunity because you
stand out, which you just
naturally do, but it’s also
an opportunity to make
your mark and have a
different kind of voice,”
Siân Smith
said Siân Smith, CIPH’s
first female chairman
in 2015-2016 and founder of the Women’s
Network.
“The challenges are that you definitely
require quite a bit of confidence to work
your way through the noise. There’s a lot
of traditional thinking that’s at play in our
industry, but there’s also a lot of really great
people,” she added.

Helping others
Charity has always been a major part of CIPH
activities. The CIPH newsletter, The Pipeline,
notes that the CIPH “Food for Britain Fund”
campaign had already exceeded one third of
its objective in February, 1949.
In more recent years CIPH has partnered
with Habitat for Humanity Canada, raising
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over $20 million in cash and products since
1994. Members have participated directly
in the construction of 12 housing projects,
including a recent 13-unit complex in
Burlington, Ont.

Moving forward
CIPH faces several challenges going forward.
While codes and regulations may be the top
priority, it’s far from the only one.
The organization works continuously to
attract bright young people into the industry.
CIPH believes that if it can get the attention of
young people, they will like what they see. The
tangible environmental benefits that many of
the industry’s products provide are a significant
draw, noted Suppa. Once people join the
industry, they tend to stay, as evidenced by the
number of 40 and 50-year service awards that
CIPH has presented in recent years.
Other challenges include things like
the disruption of the supply chain by
organizations like Amazon that sell

plumbing and HVAC products directly to
homeowners.
It remains vigilant against non-compliant
or counterfeit offshore products and works
with plumbing inspectors to red flag them.
Education for members is a high priority.
“As products become more complex or
technical the industry will play a strong role
in education. CIPH will need to have the
platforms. We are finding that because of the
geography of Canada that digital formats, like
webinars, provide the best method of offering
training,” noted Senese.
Globalization is a challenge. “We have to
be very cognizant of what is happening in
the United States and overseas,” said Smith. “I
think CIPH is doing a very good job of having
that global view today, but I think that’s going
to become even more important and more
challenging.”
Keeping members informed and engaged
is critical. Senese, like other CIPH chairmen
before him, has travelled across Canada

visiting the nine CIPH regions. Those visits
have given him considerable optimism for the
future of the organization.
“In each regional board I’ve seen such
engagement and some significant new
faces. The people are genuinely excited to
try and bring value to the regions. They are
working so hard on so many great initiatives.
It doesn’t matter what region you speak
of – some are certainly larger than others –
the determination that I’ve seen in the field
is phenomenal. It has been a very positive
surprise for me that there are so many
engaged people working so hard to give back
to the industry.”
That dedication can’t help but ensure that
the Canadian Institute of Plumbing and
Heating will continue its critical work for the
industry for many years.
CIPH will celebrate 85 years at its Annual
Business Conference in Whistler, B.C. June
17-19. For more information, please visit
www.ciph.com. 

Simultaneous Operating of DHW & Heating
Stability and Quick Temperature
Control of DHW & Heating
High Delivering Capacity of DHW
(Max 199/180kBtuh)
All Stainless Steel Heat Exchangers (3 total)
Ultra Low Emissions by Premix
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Q People & Places

Plumbing codes work recognized

Kevin Wong, centre, accepts this year’s
Seidner Award from CIPH president
Ralph Suppa, left, and Kevin Ernst.
(CIPH photo)

The

People
OS&B, Oakville, Ont., has
appointed Jeff Gartner to the
position of Greater Toronto Area
sales representative.
Dermot McMorrow, vice
president and general manager,
Jeff
HVAC Division, for Mitsubishi
Gartner
Electric Sales
Canada Inc., has
been appointed to the HRAI
Manufacturer’s Board
of Directors and named
to chair the Heating and Air
Conditioning Product Section. Dermot
Canadian Institute of McMorrow
Plumbing and Heating president and general manager Ralph Suppa
has been appointed vice chairman of the
National Association of Wholesalers
(NAW) Institute for Distribution Excellence
Board of Directors, Washington, DC.
Dahl Bros. Canada, Mississauga, Ont. has
named Roy Spear regional sales director,
wholesale and Stephanie Steiner as retail
sales director.
Kim Rutherford is now director of vendor relations at Emco Corp., Oakville, Ont.,
while Bruce Passmore has been named region manager, HVACR Canada East, at Emco,
Waterloo, Ont.
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Long-time CIPH program manager Kevin
Wong has been presented with the Joseph K.
Seidner Award, which recognizes outstanding
contributions to the development of Canadian
plumbing codes and standards.
“Kevin follows Joe’s example and has
been a key person for the regulatory and
policy development, codes and standards
development; participating on the plumbing
side for the last 12 years,” remarked Plumbing
& Mechanical Advisory Council (PMAC)
chair Kevin Ernst, general manager of OS&B,
Oakville, Ont.
Wong, who left CIPH Feb. 23 for personal

reasons, noted that the award was the result
of the dedication of many people offering
multiple points of view, experience and
expertise.
“I have been honoured and blessed with
working with some of the brightest minds
in this industry… Continue this work, it is
important, now so more than ever as we face
new challenges.”
The award was established by CIPH in
November 2000 to honour mechanical
contractor Joe Seidner (Brady & Seidner,
Toronto), the first recipient and an industry
leader.

Ontario contractor honoured

The Hy-Mark team are, from left, John Craig, Chris Wright, Rob Dewar, Sierra Denault,
Rebecca Londner, Rochelle Pemberton, Nicole Mohr and Rob Perrin. (Hy-Mark photo)
The Guelph & District Homebuilders’
Association (GDHBA) has named Hy-Mark,
a Guelph, Ont., based HVAC and plumbing
company, Trade Partner of the Year for 2018.
Company president Robert Dewar was also
presented with the Rooftopper Award for
recruiting 18 new member companies over
the past two years and the Executive Officers

The

Companies
Stelpro, Saint-Bruno-de-Montarville, Que.,
has been named one of Canada’s Best Managed
Companies, a title it has held continuously
since 2014. The company achieved Gold
Standard this year for its overall performance
and sustained growth.

Award for his work for the organization, of
which he is second vice president.
Among other things, Hy-Mark chaired and
presented an “Industry & Product Night” in
January that raised over $27,000 for the association. Hy-Mark has also been active in promoting
skilled trades to area students and has run the
HVAC competition at Skills Ontario.

Desco Plumbing and Heating Supply,
Etobicoke, Ont., also named one of Canada’s
Best Managed Companies, has acquired
Neway Plumbing & Heating Supplies
Ltd., Mississauga, Ont., a distributor of
plumbing and hydronic heating supplies.
All Neway personnel and contact numbers
remain unchanged, reported Desco vice
president and general manager Jon Leeson.
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QShop Management

BUY/SELL AGREEMENTS, PART II

Better

sooner
than

later
Putting off succession
planning can lead to
confusion and acrimony
By Ron Coleman
In part one of this article (P&HVAC, March
2018) we explored the necessity of having a
buy/sell agreement. Now we will get into the
meat of the matter.
You can spend a lot of money in legal fees
when putting one together, but the clearer all
parties are on what is to be included before
going to get legal advice the less the lawyer will
have to do. Usually each party is advised to get
independent legal advice. The fees can mount
up. By each party knowing the outcomes they
want in advance and agreeing on them the
process will move faster, smoother and cost
less both in dollars and emotions.
The buy/sell agreement is a legal document
governing the business when one shareholder
cannot or will not continue to operate in their
normal role. There are three scenarios where
this agreement can be very beneficial: death,
physical or mental disability or the desire to
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sell or retire.
The clauses that should be considered for
your buy/sell agreement include:
Parties to the agreement – the name of all
the relevant parties, including the company
and a trustee (if being used), should be set out
in the agreement
The purpose of the agreement – this
should clearly state that the plan is intended
to provide for the withdrawal of a deceased,
retiring or disabled shareholder’s interest
from the company and the acquisition of that
interest by the surviving shareholder(s)
Obligations to buy and sell – on the death
or disability of any one of the shareholders,
the surviving shareholder(s) will be obliged to
purchase the departing shareholder’s shares,
usually in equal portions if there is more than
one surviving shareholder. The heirs or estate
of the departing shareholder will be obliged to
sell. This should also spell out how a retiring
shareholder will be treated.

Purchase and sale price
The purchase and sale must be spelled
out. The method to be used for periodic
revaluations of the shares should be clearly
indicated. Alternatively, a formula should be

agreed upon. For example, this could be asset
value plus a multiplier of normalized earnings
for the three preceding years.
The insurance contracts to fund the
agreement should be listed along with all the
relevant information so that the surviving
shareholder(s) would have the information
necessary to pay out the retiring shareholder.
Where one party is uninsurable a sinking
fund – money set aside to cover their share –
should be established.
The method for paying life insurance
premiums and sinking fund instalments
(if applicable) must be documented. The
beneficiaries of the insurance proceeds should
be identified.
The duties and obligations of a trustee need
to be spelled out along with his acceptance of
the position and his remuneration.

Good relationships helpful
Agreement for all parties, their heirs,
successors and executors must be in place.
These terms should be agreed upon when the
relationship between the shareholders is good.
Because no one knows who the beneficiaries
will be, it is easier for each shareholder to put
themselves in the position of being both an
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less saleable than a retail or manufacturing
business. Make sure the agreement makes
sense; don’t just hand it over to a lawyer.
Review the terms and understand what you
are committing to. This could be the most
important document you ever sign. Insurance
premiums are not cheap, particularly because
of the disability coverage.

(iStock photo)

Avoiding future battles

heir or a survivor and to decide what is fair.
It is normal to finance the payment by life
(death) or disability insurance. Advice should
be taken from several sources when putting
such an agreement together. Ideally, get at least
two, if not three, proposals from insurance
agents. Use a lawyer to prepare the agreement.

Agreeing in advance to an arbitration in
the event of future disputes between the
shareholders can be a cost effective and
realistic way of avoiding battles and this
should be included in the buy/sell agreement.
Key person insurance covering both death
and disability can make it much easier to
implement any agreement.
A “shotgun” clause can help settle valuation
concerns. A shotgun clause is where one
shareholder puts a value on the shares and the
other decides whether he wants to be the buyer
or the seller. This could also be done instead
of putting together a full buy/sell agreement
but may not be as suitable. It could certainly
be used while the company has a relatively low
value or is in the initial years of operation.
However, it is only of value when one
shareholder wants out. It does not cover death
or disability. I recommend that whoever

Mechanical contracting is a very specialized area
of business and the agreement must
reflect the individualism of the industry.
It could also be worthwhile to have an
experienced business consultant review
the agreement or assist in determining
the key factors. Each industry has its own
peculiarities. Mechanical contracting is a very
specialized area of business and the agreement
must reflect the individualism of the industry.
Valuing the company, along with work-inprogress, requires special skills. Providing
for new management requires people with
industry background, particularly in the
usual “hands-on” type company.
Because of the technical requirements to
run many of these businesses, they are far
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triggers the shotgun clause must put a sum of
money, say $20,000, into an escrow account
and if they fail to follow through this money
goes to the other partner. This discourages
owners from playing games with the shotgun
clause. Also, a shotgun clause should not be
eligible to be triggered in the initial years
where one owner may have more equity than
the other.

Going forward
At the end of the day, there are seven choices
for your business:
If your partner dies you could continue

running the business, but will you have control
of the business or does the spouse/family
have the right to veto your decision making?
What income are you going to guarantee the
spouse and for how long? Where is the cash
flow coming from? And finally, what happens
if you die, become disabled or want to retire?
Sell your partner’s interest to his family
or an outsider if you can you find someone
acceptable to you. Can they pay for it and
what duties will they perform?
You could buy your partner’s interest
provided the cash flow is available to you and
then hire the necessary support people.
Selling part or all to employees or family is
often a good strategy, provided they have the
skills to ensure success and the ability to fund
the acquisition.
Selling the whole business to an outsider is
often less stressful and maybe the survivor(s)
can continue to work there.
Winding up the business is also a
possibility but has many pitfalls, including
severance packages for employees and
difficulty collecting money from customers. It
means getting a fire sale value for the business.
Also, will you have an issue with outstanding
warranties?
If you are a partner, selling your interest
to an outsider can be done but is difficult as
a buyer is less likely to want to buy in if he/
she must deal with the late partner’s estate or
family.
This topic is an example of the difference
between important and urgent. It is very
important for the protection of all the owners
and their families, but it is not urgent. It needs
to be done but due to other pressures it often
stays on the back burner.
Be responsible and move this process
forward – it could be the most important part
of the succession planning of the business. 
Ronald Coleman is a
Vancouver-based accountant,
management
consultant, author and
educator
specializing in the
construction industry.
He can be reached by e-mail at
ronald@ronaldcoleman.ca.
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QComing Events

Ontario Skills Canada’s largest
New initiatives aimed at bringing young women into trades
Centre. The largest competition of its kind in
Canada, Skills Ontario will host competitions
in 68 trade and technology categories from
across the construction, manufacturing,
transportation, service, and technology
sectors. Students compete for gold, silver, and
bronze medals, monetary awards, and job
offers in select contest areas.
Gold medalists are eligible to represent
Team Ontario at the Skills Canada National
Competition.

Young women’s conference

HVAC apprentices compete at the 2016
Skills Ontario competition. (Staff photo)
Over 2,300 elementary, secondary and post
secondary students and apprentices are
expected to compete in this year’s Skills
Ontario competition in the hopes of earning
a spot to compete in the National Skills
Competition, to be held in Edmonton June
4-5.
This year’s Ontario competition will
take place May 7-9 at the Toronto Congress
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Skills Ontario is also part of the movement
to bring more women into the trades,
endeavoring to change misconceptions about
the skilled trades being dirty, low-paying,
and generally unsuitable to female workers.
Throughout the year, the organization and
its partners host Young Women’s Career
Exploration Events at locations across
Ontario that bring education, hands-on
experience, and mentorship together.
This event series culminates in the Young
Women’s Conferences that will be held at the
Skills Ontario Conference. The largest event
of its kind in Canada, the Young Women’s
Conference is expected to attract over 2,000
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young women from across Ontario.
“Young women need to know that
the trades and technologies offer many
opportunities that can lead to bright, stable
and successful futures,” said Ian Howcroft,
CEO of Skills Ontario. “Skills Ontario looks
forward to continuing to work with our
partners from government, industry, and
education to increase the momentum for
gender equality, and a strong and diverse
workforce.”
For more information, please visit www.
skillsontario.com.

Events

Calendar
MAY 2-3:
MEET Show,
Moncton Coliseum, Moncton, N.B. Please
visit www.meetshow.ca or call 506-6580018.

JUNE 10-12:
Canadian Apprenticeship Forum
National Apprenticeship Conference,
Fairmont Queen Elizabeth, Montreal. For
more information, call 613-235-4004 or
visit www.caf-fca.org.

JUNE 17-19:
Canadian Institute of Plumbing &
Heating, Annual Business Conference,
Fairmont Chateau Whistler, Whistler, B.C.
Please visit www.ciph.com or call 1-800639-2474.

SEPT. 19-22:
Mechanical Contractors Association
of Canada 77th Annual National
Conference,
The Westin Resort and Spa, Whistler, B.C.
Please visit www.mcac.ca or call 613-2320492 for more information.

Oct. 11-12:
Canadian Design-Built Institute
National Design-Build Conference,
Lord Nelson Hotel & Suites, Halifax. Please
visit www.cdbi.org or call 613-236-9455
for more information.
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Gastite CSST.
Because the shortest distance between two points
is never a straight line.
What makes Gastite corrugated stainless steel tubing (CSST) the gas piping of choice in Canada?
Unlike rigid gas piping, Gastite CSST gives you the ﬂexibility to navigate around natural obstacles
without wasting time, money or materials. The system’s patented XR3™ ﬁtting creates an allmetal seal to prevent gas leaks, which means no soldering, sealing or taping to slow you down.
And because there are no special tools required to install Gastite, you’ll feel right at home installing it.
For more information and a free Gastite CSST sizing app, visit gastite.com/ca/sizingapp
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